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TADEO CONFERENCING.

Tadeo Conferencing brings this naturalness and
honest craftsmanship into the office. The sturdy
solid wood top rests on the recessed base, in archaic
fashion like an altar. Regal and secure, warm and
lively, original and sustainable. Every table is unique
- if required, equipped with modern media
technology for the routines of everyday business. 

Design: EOOS.

Product description

Modell no. 2960

Table top Solid wood with cross-wise grain:
- oak white pigmented, oiled (.10wo).
- oak fumed, oiled (.13wo).
- oak burned, oiled (.14wo).
- nutwood with sapwood inclusions, oiled (.99wo).

Top thickness: 46 mm (including raised edge).

Base Table legs in solid wood:
- oak white pigmented, oiled (.10wo).
- oak fumed, oiled (.13wo).
- oak burned, oiled (.14wo).
- nutwood with sapwood inclusions, oiled (.99wo).

Panel legs: aluminium powder-coated bronze matt or powder-coated black matt.

Glides Table legs and panel legs fitted with synthetic glides.

Plug management All tables are fitted with a horizontal cable duct. This runs along the interior sides of the two
longitudinal frames. Cable ducts and frames are available in a matt black powder-coated finish.

A vertical cable duct is available as an option and can be attached to predefined positions
below the table top.

All Tadeo Conferencing tables can be fitted with connectors for electricity and data and video
equipment. Exterior of connector covered in Congress PG 55 leather.

The connectors are listed in the last part of the price list.

Notice Please note that the colour of solid wood will fade if placed in direct sunlight.
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TADEO CONFERENCING.

All dimensions in cm.

Tische mit 4 Füßen/Tables with 4 legs  
Höhe / Height 74 

Tische  mit Wangen/Tables with panel legs 
Höhe / Height 75 

296929682967

B/W 240 T/D 125 H  74 B/W 320 T/D 125 H 74 B/W 400 T/D 125 

29782977 2979

B/W 240 T/D 125 H 74 B/W 320 T/D 125 H 74 B/W 400 T/D 125 H 74

Technical drawings and dimensions




